
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of regional
associate. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for regional associate

Ensure timely, proactive and courteous customer communications are
maintained via ongoing monitoring, training and employee development
Handle customer inquiries and resolve conflicts in a professional and
expeditious manner
Recommend improvements affecting customer service, loaner retrieval and
service contract renewals
Review and analyze client portfolios from a risk and suitability perspective,
including account activity, transaction history, and client communication
Proactively identify inconsistencies between client account activity as
compared to internal investment policy guidelines, the client’s stated
investment objectives, risk tolerance and portfolio goals, and work with PWM
team to address appropriately
Collaborate with PWM teams, Product teams, and the Strats team to identify
accounts posing excessive economic risk to the client or the firm
Collaborate with Compliance, Legal, and AML to review, assess risks, and
make business decisions regarding potential non-traditional business
opportunities
Present at PWM Risk Committee meetings on accounts with highest levels of
risk
Partner with Compliance and Legal to respond to regulatory and audit
requests
Report regularly to the US PWM Management Team and PWM Regional
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Qualifications for regional associate

In-depth knowledge of BMO Funds and Mutual Funds organization and
Banking Group interrelationships
Fluency in English and French (as required by assigned regions)
Minimum of 2 years of experience in a financial organization, preferably in the
private wealth high net worth are or a compliance/legal function
Ability to manage multiple projects simultaneously and independently, and
think clearly under pressure while maintaining strong attention to detail
Track record of team-oriented success
Periodic travel to Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas and Houston PWM Regional Office
required


